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Our Long Way Home
by LadySansasDirewolf

Summary

Ben Solo is a talented businessman, running companies on all the continents of the world.
But he still hasn't found his promised one true mate. His busy body mother is harping
constantly about grandchildren and his uncle has decided to drop out of society, leaving the
future leadership of the Skywalker Pack squarely on Ben's broad shoulders. His wolf, Kylo is
certain his mate is at tonight's celebration but Ben doesn't know if he can handle one more
heartache.

Rey Niima didn't even know she was a wolf until the age of twenty-one. Prior to that she'd
lived among the humans as a normal teenage girl. Now she has a chatty she wolf in her head
constantly reminding her that their mate was near, and a sudden aversion to the smell of most
people, both wolf and human. But when she meets Ben at a pack function, both know
something memorable is happening.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/LadySansasDirewolf/pseuds/LadySansasDirewolf


Look Up at the Blazing Sun

He sat in his desk chair staring at the swirling snowstorm covering the entire courtyard and
the woods behind his penthouse in a thick blanket of silent white. Later this evening was the
Solstice Party at the pack’s newest business venture, and with the Moon Goddess’ blessing,
the night he would finally meet his mate. At thirty and after taking his security company to
the top of their field, Benjamin Skywalker Solo was ready to settle down and begin his life as
Alpha of the Skywalker Pack. The combination restaurant/bar in Skywalker Towers was
exclusive most of the time; food for the lunch and dinner rush before turning into a high-end
bar for shifters only, but tonight was a special occasion and wolves from more than ten
neighboring packs would be arriving all day as they prepared for the night’s celebration and
investiture of Ben’s cousin, Poe Dameron as his Beta or second in command.

Poe’s regular job in the human world was manager to the restaurant/bar that just opened in
Skywalker Towers, a mixed-use high-rise complex in downtown Chandrila. He also kept up
with the inner-pack issues over minor squabbles. Three years older than Ben, Poe had just
found his mate six months ago, highlighting to the lonely Alpha that business success was
meaningless without someone to share that with. But Kylo, his wolf, was adamant on only
taking their destined mate, the one the Moon Goddess selected just for them and both man
and wolf were beginning to despair.

With his sensitive ears he heard Poe’s footsteps as the shorter man came ambling down the
hall from the kitchen to Ben’s private office and rolled his eyes. He was certain his second
was coming with a folder filled with pictures of all the unmated wolves who would be at the
party. His mother’s hints were becoming more obnoxious by the day; he needed to nip her
ambitions now. Ben decided from the beginning he would only mate with the one meant to be
his. His parents might have bucked tradition but an Alpha needed his Luna and Ben was
willing to wait for the right one.

“Ben, Leia gave me this folder,” Poe began.

“Stop there,” Ben held up his hand. “Put it on the desk. I’ll go thru them if I have the time.”

Poe frowned. “You know what this is?” He held the folder out in his hand.

“My mother’s choices for my mate?”

“Uh, no. It’s the details of the proposed memorial to your grandparents at the Government
complex. You’re speaking at the dedication next week?”

“Oh, yeah. Thanks. Just put it on the table.”

After laying the item on Ben’s antique cherry wood desk, the Beta hesitated for a moment
before adding, “She did ask me if you were going to show up tonight. I assume your answer
is the same as before?”



The tall, silent, sable-haired Alpha continued his musings out the window. From the first
mention of this year’s celebration, he’d again made it clear he wasn’t in the market for a
chosen mate. If Kylo scented his mate in attendance then he’d make his way from Poe’s
office on the third floor down to the massive ballroom on the lower level. Otherwise, he had
pack business to attend to which meant he’d not be joining the party, only leading the run and
attending the investiture. His mother, Leia Skywalker Solo had not been amused. Ben just
celebrated his thirtieth birthday, and his continued state of bachelorhood aggravated her
which he found highly amusing.

“Ben, we’ve been friends since forever, and I know you don’t want to hear it, but did you
ever think that maybe she didn’t make it to adulthood? That perhaps she was killed during the
Pack Wars, and this continued celibacy on your part will be the end of the Skywalker Pack?”

“No, Dameron. I’ve never thought about why I haven’t found my soulmate since gaining my
wolf at the age of eighteen. Of course, I’ve thought about that you idiot! But what are the
odds? The only two packs that were eliminated were Palpatine and Tarkin. And no females of
an appropriate age were ever found in the registries. She’s out there, but for years it’s been
dim, like she’s unaware of what she is and where she belongs. Over the pasts year it’s been
growing stronger though and that gives Kylo and I both hope. I can’t ignore the Goddess’
blessing, especially without Kylo in agreement. Would you accept someone that BB didn’t
approve as your mate?”

“No, of course not. What time do you want to start your vigil tonight?”

Ben smiled, finally turning his deep amber eyes from the window to his Beta’s face. “As soon
as Kylo says to.”

Poe grinned and nodded his head. For some reason both he and his wolf felt tonight would be
a magical solstice for everyone in attendance.

~|~

“Rey that dress looks amazing on you, do you have the shoes to go along with it?”

Rey Niima glanced over her shoulder toward her best friend and roommate, Rose Tico and
blushed, unaccustomed to the attention. The off-shoulder creamy white sweater dress was
paired with a thick gold chain belt and gold stilettos. Considering her normal work day
wardrobe consisted of jeans and work shirts with steel toed boots, Rey felt highly self-
conscious and awkward as she tugged at the dress’ hemline.

“Thanks Rose. You don’t think it’s a little ‘much’ for a first pack function? I don’t want
anyone to get the wrong impression.”

The shorter woman snorted in laughter. “Girl, you look modest compared to some of those
sluts competing for the available Alphas. Don’t worry. Most people know who you are, if not
what you are, and they’ll help you out. Just don’t get carried away by some drunken Alpha or
into a bitch fight with one of the desperate females and everything will be great. We’ll help
Poe celebrate his new post, dance our asses off and then go to Waffle House for breakfast,
okay?”



“All right, then I guess I’m as ready as a new wolf can be,” Rey straightened her shoulders
and flipped her chestnut brown waves over her shoulder, exposing her bare neck and collar
bone. At twenty-two, she was older than most to just now have gained her wolf, but her path
hadn’t been the traditional one of being raised in a pack filled with love and family. At the
age of ten, Rey was left among humans as a foundling, memories of her previous life gone
into shadows and pieces. Shuffled into the human’s foster program, she’d been placed in
some extremely sketchy homes, and malnutrition had kept her from gaining her other side
until she’d been out of the system for three years. She still laughed when she remembered the
first night her wolf, Kira, spoke to her. Rey thought she’d lost whatever remained of her mind
and ran to the hospital to have herself committed. Blood tests showed the new truth of Rey’s
past – she was a shifter, wolf and human.

Luckily, Rose’s older sister, Paige, was Rey’s case worker from the hospital, and she’d
sponsored Rey to join the town’s wolf pack, Skywalker and the petite brunette had been with
the Tico family ever since. Though Rey had lived with them for more than a year, the solstice
party was Rey’s formal introduction to the pack and her first full pack event. She wasn’t
certain about getting naked in front of everyone, but she couldn’t wait to change into the
saucy, white-coated wolf with electric green eyes she saw every time she shifted. Rey loved
Kira, and spent more time running as a wolf than working at her daily job at the local garage,
a trade she learned during the difficult times in the human world. Where she’d always felt out
of step with the world around her, alone and unloved.

‘Stop it!’ Kira scolded gently in the back of her head. ‘Those days are gone, and I’m here
now. You aren’t alone anymore. So, dry those tears, lovely girl, and let’s go meet some hunky
Alphas! I have a good feeling about tonight.’

That was one of the greatest things about having a wolf, the pep talks Kira constantly
provided to remind her the black days were gone. She had friends for the first time, and
tonight she’d run with the pack that provided her those friends, along with a sense of safety
for the first time that she could remember. Rose’s family, the Ticos, had taken her in as
another daughter helping her learn the pack’s rules and customs, and she was taking classes at
the community college before applying to the university for her degree. Rey wanted to study
mechanical engineering but worked at the local garage repair cars to pay her bills. It wasn’t
perfect but it provided the opportunity to say she was making it on her own.

Hopping into Rose’s Jeep, Rey couldn’t help but feel tonight would be special.

~|~

The bar was filling quickly as the girls arrived at Skywalker Towers. Once inside, Kira
pushed closer to Rey’s conscious quivering with an excitement she’d never exhibited.

“He’s here!”

“Who’s here?”

“Our Mate! Can’t you smell that? Sandalwood, citrus, with an undertone of bay and the sea
on a stormy day? Follow that and we will find our Mate.”



“Kira, I can’t just run off after a smell. I don’t know anyone here other than Rose, Poe, and
Finn. We can’t barge into the house and wander around hoping to find someone.”

“But it’s our Mate?”

“How about we follow Rose and keep our nose open for the source, okay?”

'Promise?' Rey could hear echos of the small, frightened child she’d been in her wolf’s tone.

“You know I promise. Mate means family, and we deserve family.”

“That’s right, Rey. We deserve family.”

Kira was appeased, and Rey continued following Rose, searching for Poe to let him know
they were here to support him. Crossing the massive room, she noticed the smell weaving in
and out of the crowd, but it was faint, as though he’d crossed this space more than once but
not recently. Rey met the gaze of a few pack members she’d been introduced to over the past
year, nodding her head in acknowledgement and making mental notes on who she needed to
find and speak with. Suddenly Rose veered to the right, and Rey followed along, wondering
who Rose needed to speak with at this exact moment.

The answer to that question was solved when the found Poe and his mate, their other friend,
Finn Storm, standing by the VIP entrance, checking wrists bands staring at the crowd.
Neither one looked particularly happy. Both girls held out their arms for inspection as a
passing waitress handed them each a flute of champagne.

“Why so glum?” Rose questioned them both. “There must be two hundred she wolves on the
prowl down here. Surely you haven’t given up flirting just because you’re mated?”

Poe acted horrified. “I would never flirt in front of Finn! That’s cruel.”

“Wouldn’t it be worse to flirt behind his back?”

All four snickered at that, as mate or not, Poe Dameron was well known as the worst flirt in
the pack. Finn was still growing used to his partner’s exuberant need to be the center of the
room’s attention.

“So really Poe, what’s wrong?” Rose pressed.

“Ben is still being a shit and won’t be joining us unless Kylo scents their mate,” Poe
mumbled, already several shots toward an epic drunk. “I’m beginning to think he’s doing this
on purpose, just to piss off Leia. Doesn’t he understand if he doesn’t get out there and search,
he’ll never find her?”

“I think it’s great he’s waiting for his Goddess-given mate. Other than Han and Leia, I’ve
never seen a chosen mate pair that lasted. Besides, I can’t understand why Leia would even
care. Padme still handles all the Luna duties since Leia was dropped from the line of
succession when she married Han.”



“She wants grand-pups.” Finn chirped in helpfully. He was Leia’s personal secretary and
always had some juicy gossip about the chosen pair. “Han left again this afternoon after Ben
informed them of his decision to not join the party unless Kylo scented their mate. He’s tired
of Leia pushing Ben on the whole chosen mate issue. Ben probably won’t speak to Leia for a
long time. He was so angry this time, he put his fist through the office wall without even
shifting. I’m surprised he didn’t break his hand.”

The other three all gaped at their friend at the end of his word vomit. He smiled weakly. “It
was a wild afternoon on the top floor. Sorry.”

A gentle cool breeze moved through the room as someone came into the ballroom from the
outside patio. The hair on Rey’s neck stood on end. Kira jumped up and down in excitement.

'He’s here. Mate is here.'

Poe, Rose, and Finn moved off toward the buffet tables while Rey searched the edges of the
room for the owner of the elusive scent. Her search led her toward an open door, leading to a
darkened alcove on the patio. Her head swiveled in all directions searching for someone,
something.

The deep baritone voice seemed to sound from the depths of the shadows.

“Mate!”

~|~

When the alarm on his phone chirped to let him know it was time to go downstairs, Ben
groaned and stood up, rolling his neck to release the tension. It was just before ten pm, there
should be an adequate choice of she-wolves for Kylo to scent. He decided he would stay an
hour then head to his penthouse suite to change before the run. The elevator arrived quickly,
he assumed because there was no one else in the 90-story high-rise still at work. The doors
opened on the VIP level of the club; sound muffled by state-of-the-art noise canceling
insulation. Instantly every hair on Ben’s arms and the back of his neck stood up and he
shivered up and down his spine.

'She’s here!' Kylo roared in his head. 'Our mate in here, I can scent her and I sense her,
stronger than ever.'

Ben moved quickly from inside the elevator to standing beside Poe in the span of a heartbeat.
He threw open his senses and took a deep breath. Jasmine, Lavender, lily of the valley, roses
with a hint of the air after a summer storm. His eyes rolled into the back of his head as his
blood began to pump stronger. At last, his mate was here, and the long days of loneliness in a
crowd were gone. With a wild sense of urgency, he searched the nearby women for his mate.

He soon narrowed the scent to one of the three she wolves talking to his Beta. Two he knew
quite well. Rose Tico was several years’ younger than himself, but her older sister Paige had
been in his graduating class at the pack high school. He knew her scent mirrored her name
while Paige smelled of burning sugar, at least to Ben. The other girl however, was not



familiar. He knew her name and a little of her background, but they’d never been formally
introduced.

Their eyes met across the room, and Recognition flashed between the two wolves, identifying
them to each other. But then they’d been separated by the crowd, and Ben stepped outside to
calm down before claiming his new mate. Apparently, she’d been right behind him.

Kylo growled in his throat, announcing his presence to the girl. 'Mate!'

Her voice, accented British, purred in response. “Alpha.”

They stood close, allowing the scent of each other to wrap around them like a blanket of
protection. The girl was tall for a female wolf, yet still fit snugly underneath his chin. His
arms pulled her close, and his nose buried itself in her mating gland. With his remaining one
functioning brain cell, he managed to push them out of the entrance and into a private VIP
area before surrendering completely to their wolfish natures.

“What’s your name,” he breathed out between licks of her gland.

“Rey Niima.”

With a great effort he pulled away to look her in the eyes.

“I, Benjamin Skywalker-Solo, Alpha of the Skywalker Pack, accept you, Rey Niima, as my
mate and future Luna.” A deep red thread started winding around their connected hands.

“I, Rey Niima, warrior for the Skywalker Pack, foundling, accept you, Benjamin Skywalker-
Solo as my mate and Alpha.” A royal blue thread erupted from Rey’s skin and matched itself
to Ben’s red line. Once completed, the two lines turned golden and settled into their skin. Ben
looked into his new mate’s eyes and noticed the deep brown ring already complete around her
hazel orbs and knew his would reflect that green as well.

He bent his head to taste her lips, Kylo leaping in his head like a young pup.

'We must claim her now. Mate her tonight while the moon is full to guarantee strong
pups.'

“It's too soon for pups you weirdo. Can you hear her wolf,” Ben replied.

'Not until you claim her. I can see her though, she’s beautiful. A true daughter of the
Moon Goddess, with silver white fur and luminous green eyes.'

Rey stared into his eyes, and any fears he might have had that she didn’t feel as strongly as he
disappeared in an instant. “Bite me,” she whispered. “Make me truly yours.”

Ben needed no additional encouragement. His jaw shifted, allowing for his wolf’s canines to
descend and his eyes to meld into the brilliant amber orbs of Kylo. Opening his mouth, his
tongue first laved the gland, causing Rey’s eyes to roll back in her head. Once he was certain
she was prepared, he opened his jaw and bit down hard on the precious spot. A loud moan
erupted from Rey’s lips, and her own teeth extended in answer to the pheromones in Ben’s



blood and saliva. From her scent, he could tell she’d orgasmed when he bit her mating gland.
Once she replied in kind, he felt his own cock pumping cum into his underwear. A lazy lick
from her tongue to seal the wound and it was completed.

Ben had found his promised mate at last.

“Rey, come upstairs with me,” he urged into her ear. “We can talk, away from all the noise
and commotion. Also, I'd like to change my pants before someone realizes I've spilled in
them like a teenage pup.”

Her smile was radiant and warmed his soul. “I’d like that very much. I just need to tell my
friends where I’m going.”

“No problem,” he grinned. “I’ll tell Poe through our pack connection. Do you need to grab
anything?”

“My bag, over there where Rose and Finn are sitting.”

He refused to let go of her hand, so the two of them moved over to the table where her friends
were gathered. Walking up he noticed Finn’s eyebrows shoot skyward as he saw their joined
hands.

“Rey?” he queried, and Ben frowned at the angry tone in the wolf’s tone. He searched his
memory trying to figure out what he’d done to Poe’s mate.

Returning his attention to the table, he noticed Rey had just informed everyone they were
mates. Rose was currently hugging Rey while Paige punched Ben in the shoulder, offering
her congratulations.

“Paige, a word please,” Ben muttered to the older she wolf.

“Yes, Alpha?”

“Please don’t say anything to my family about this yet. I want to tell Grandma and Grandpa
first, then have them with us when we tell Han and Leia.”

Paige paled, “Oh shit. Leia’s been bragging about some Alpha’s daughter she wants you to
mate. When she finds out you mated with Rey, she’s going to freak.”

“Luckily the opinions of my mother haven’t mattered to me in quite a while. I know that Han
and my grandparents are all behind me mating with my destined mate, and I will inform them
later tonight.”

“Ben, I won’t say a word. Congratulations, you and Rey deserve this.”

“Apparently, not everyone thinks so.” He motioned toward Finn with his chin.

Paige chuckled. “Don’t worry about Finn. Before he matched with Poe, he fancied himself as
Rey’s protector, even though we all know that is one girl that can take care of herself. But
Finn took it upon himself to make sure she knew the basics of our laws and the correct



manners to exhibit toward elders. Then he matched with Poe and I think he’s still adjusting to
the fact Rey isn’t his to worry over anymore.”

Kylo growled at the mention of Rey with any male other than himself. Rey must have sensed
the change in his scent as she immediately grabbed her things and pulled herself into his side.

“I’m ready to go, Alpha,” she chirped brightly.

As they headed toward the elevator which would take them up, Ben glanced back and made
note of the anger and resentment showing in Finn’s eyes, and made a mental note to talk to
Poe about his mate’s apparent fascination with Rey Niima.



Seeing in the Distance

Chapter Summary

Thank you so much for the great response to this story! With my brain injury, it's taking
a lot longer to edit, so I apologize for the delay.

As the time grew closer to midnight, Han Solo looked around at the wolves assembled in the
courtyard of the building and heaved a heavy sigh. His eyes scanned the crowd looking for
his wayward boy, Ben. It was time for the Alpha to lead them in the Solstice Run through
Chandrila Forest, twenty-thousand acres owned by the Skywalker Pack, and his son was
nowhere to be found. He did however spot Poe and his friends talking animatedly near the
podium. Certainly the pack’s upcoming Beta knew where his boss might be hiding. If not,
Han could see his father-in-law, Anakin Skywalker also making for Poe’s location.

They reached the young Beta at the same time.

“Dameron,” Anakin slapped the younger wolf on the back, “where is that boy of ours hiding
now? I thought Leia told us he was going to be here for the run?”

A wide smile split Poe’s face and laughter spilled out unchecked. “The Moon Goddess finally
heard Ben’s prayer. He met his destined mate earlier tonight and they’ve left the party to go
have some quality alone time. Could you do the honors, Alpha Anakin?”

Han and Anakin exchanged glances, both filled with mixed feelings. They knew how
important finding his mate was to Ben, and how much Leia was counting on him making a
chosen match instead, despite knowing Ben’s feelings on the subject. Han caught the eye of
his best friend and business cohort, Charlie Bacca, and motioned him over.

Bacca was huge, an enormous bear rather than wolf. Han met him and his other side, Chewy,
while running as a rouge in his teen years. The two were infamous for causing the great
Kessel Run of ‘12, when the price of wheat soared after Kessel, a prime provider of grain the
world over, fell to the invading forces of Exegol, under the leadership of the dictator alpha,
Sheev Palpatine and his number one general, William Tarkin. Flaunting the blockade put up
by the Imperial wolves, Han and Chewy managed to create a reliable pipeline of goods into
and out of the war-torn country right under Palpatine’s nose. The very pipeline which would
enable forces to later overthrow Palpatine and Tarkin, freeing more than two hundred packs
and territories from their sadistic hold.

Bacca nodded to both men. “Alpha Anakin, Han. Where’s our young pup tonight? I thought
he was going to lead the run this year?”



Han nodded at the group he’s just spoken to, “According to Beta Dameron, Ben found his
true, destined mate and they’ve disappeared to seal the mating bond. Anakin, could you lead
the run? Or at least make the announcements? I’ll take the physical lead if you’re not feeling
up to it tonight.”

“No, Han, I’ll do it. But first, I need to hear about this lucky woman who had tamed the
mighty Kylo Ren.”

“Yes Dameron,” Bacca fixed his bright eyes on the younger Beta, “tell me about Ben’s mate.
Do we know her?”

“Yes Alphas. It’s Rey Niima, the young wolf who lives with the Ticos. Her wolf only
emerged a year ago due to the poor care she was given in the human foster system, so this is
her first Solstice celebration. They saw each other across the room and Recognition set in
hard. I’ve never seen two mates so into each other.”

“Rey? I know her. She works at the garage where they service the pack’s vehicles. I see the
old Solo charm is still on type - smart as a whip and a beautiful brunette as well. My son’s a
lucky man.” Han smiled to himself. Now that they’d matched, he could see in his mind’s eye
what an excellent combination the two could become. Glancing at the other men he could see
they thought the same.

Anakin smiled broadly. “I’ve met her! Padme has taken some self-defense classes with Rey
since her reflexes are slowing. Smart, beautiful, educated, and funny too. I would say that my
grandson hit the jackpot. The Goddess truly gifted one of her finest tonight.” With a chuckle
he sauntered off to make the necessary announcements.

Han watched as his father-in-law approached the microphone, the crowd beginning to settle,
although a murmur ran through them, probably wondering why Ben wasn’t up there to lead
them in the run. Anakin, though almost ninety, still kept the body of a man a third his age.
Shifters weren’t immortal, but extremely long lived and in his youth, Anakin had been a
Warrior Alpha, one of the finest of his age. His battle against Palpatine was still talked about
during warrior training. That fire and vigor exuded from every pore despite his age.

“Good evening assembled packs! For those who don’t know me, I’m Alpha Anakin
Skywalker, filling in for my grandson, Alpha Ben Solo. Ben would have been here to kick off
our Celebration Run tonight, however the Goddess finally smiled on my single grandson.
Ben found his true, destined mate tonight and they have retired to complete the bonding!”

A loud cheer rose from the courtyard, and Anakin smiled and nodded at the ruckus. “Now,
now I won’t spoil the surprise by outing them without their permission. Everyone will just
have to wait until the mating is over, but run tonight happy and secure in the knowledge the
Skywalker Pack will continue to expand.”

With a small shimmer that ran across his skin, in the blink of an eye Anakin shifted from
human to a large dark brown wolf with electric blue eyes. His wolf, Vader, stood nearly six
foot tall at the shoulder, and his power radiated over the crowd as they followed the large
Alpha out of the courtyard into the neighboring forest. The hills rang with the echoes of their
cries as they chased the moonlight on the Long Night. Soon, the only wolves left in the



courtyard were Han, Chewy, Leia, and her mother Padme. While Padme was beaming with
happiness, Leia was definitely put out.

“Ben found his mate and no one saw fit to inform his mother?” Leia’s eyes flashed with fire,
and Han knew there was no right way to deal with his wife tonight. She wanted Ben happy,
but wanted his happiness to be beholden to Leia herself. His wife was a complex wolf.

“Sorry Leia,” Poe was one of Leia’s favorites. “Once they laid eyes on each other, they were
gone within two minutes. The Goddess must have given them a double portion of
compatibility, because even those of us bystanders could smell the heat between the two.”

“Well, that’s just great. Alton Snoke is ready to sign the treaty between our pack and theirs
once Ben mates his granddaughter Bazine. Now I found out he’s already bull dozed ahead
with a mating to a wolf who can bring nothing to this pack other than herself. This is a
nightmare.”

Poe frowned at the older woman who’d been like a mother to him when his own was killed
on a mission. Normally Poe agreed with every word that came out of Leia’s mouth, so his
dissention was quickly noted.

“What’s your problem, Poe?” Leia challenged him, “The only way to prevent wars between
packs is through alliances and with both you and Ben only children, our options for treaties
among the other strong packs were small to begin with. Luckily you and Finn matched,
earning us an ally in his former pack, Calrissian's. But Lando already supported our sides, we
need to persuade some of our enemies to our side before war breaks out.”

“What war, Leia?” Poe hammered on the weak point of Leia’s statement. “Skywalker has
been the strongest pack since Palpatine was destroyed. There have been no challenges, no
raids since Ben took over as Alpha from his grandfather. Any smart pack would look
elsewhere rather than tangle with our warriors’ strength and Ben’s battle strategies. The
Goddess has blessed your son, why in the world would you want to slap the face of the one
who created us all?”

She fell back on her standby defense. “Han and I are a chosen pair, and we’ve been together
for almost thirty years. The Moon Goddess may have created us, but I challenge that she
knows my heart better than I do myself.”

Leia motioned for her assistant, Kay, to follow her to the packhouse, while Han, Poe, Finn,
and Charles waited for Anakin to return from the run. Something told them all that before the
night was finished, they’d need to be on the same page, united against Snoke and his First
Order wolves.

 

~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

 



As they walked into Ben’s penthouse apartment, Rey noticed the lack of personal items
around the living room. He saw her glancing around and called out from the kitchen, where
he was hunting for something in a cluttered drawer.

“I only stay here when I have important meetings that run into the evenings. Several years
ago, I built myself a cabin in the woods back there, preparing for the day I’d meet my
destined mate. It’s about a fifteen-minute walk, five if we go by wolf.” He stared hungrily
into her eyes and Rey blushed, unaccustomed to the intense devotion of a handsome Alpha.
“I’d love to meet your wolf. Mine’s name is Kylo and he’s a bit of a control freak, so don't be
surprised if he gets over protective.”

“Aren’t all Alphas control freaks at heart?”

“Touche, sweetheart. But you are his mate, so I don’t think he’d be too bossy with you.
However, keeping our mate out of danger is sort of mission one with both me and Kylo.”

“Oh that’s good to know.”

“Rey,” her wolf hissed in the back of her mind, “tell him I look forward to meeting him as
well.”

“Kira is excited about meeting him,” she smiled at him, “did you find what you needed?”

He shook a ring with five keys attached. “Ready to go.”

They rode the elevator down to the forest level; hands still clasp with Ben nuzzling at her
neck as she let her new mate absorb her scent into his memory banks. Science explained the
obsessive need of new mates to keep their scents fresh and powerful as a biological binding
agent, to help bond the new pair as a single unit for defense against aggressive competitors.
The sandalwood of Kylo's scent curled around her nostrils, much more pronounced and Rey
looked forward to rolling around in his mouthwatering scent until she was drunk on it.

Just inside the tree line was a small hidden clearing where they could hang their clothes to
keep them safe until their return. Her hands were shaking slightly as she reached behind her
head for the zipper. Ben must have noticed her trembling because he caught her chin with his
hand, fingers gently guiding her until their eyes met. His were two dark pools of amber, lit
with an internal fire she knew must be Kylo pushing himself forward.

“Mate,” his voice rumbled with the combined voices of Ben and Kylo, “there’s no need to
be nervous with me. This is the natural order with our kind.”

“I’ve never been naked in front of a man,” she blushed deeply.

Ben smiled and with a quick shake of his head turned into Kylo, a giant-sized jet-black Alpha
wolf with glowing amber eyes. He took her breath away, and with a deep breath, Rey
switched places with her inner wolf. Kira rippled into place then sat on her haunches, her
own brilliant emerald orbs glowing with happiness.

“It is you!” she cried with happiness. “Goddess be merciful, it’s you!”



Kylo rubbed his massive head against her neck, a low rumble rolling deep in his chest. “My
mate, my perfect little mate. How I’ve waited for you these long cold winters, knowing
only that you would come on the Solstice, just as always.”

“Kylo, did you know Rey was my person?”

“No beloved, it’s a happy surprise. When Selene asked me to take this mission, I
requested only for a skilled warrior to assist. I thought you were still in Elysium with
our last pups, resting from that final encounter with Palpatine or I would have asked
for you at once.”

“How could I let you come back here, to First Home, without me? No, this is our fight to win,
and I will be by your side every day from this moment on just as we swore so long ago when
all we had was our love.”

Kira’s eyes lit with the mischievous sparkle that told him she was ready to play, and with a
bounding leap she took off through the dense woods heading deeper into its inviting shadows.
She could hear him laughing at her inside her head, and giggled at her mate.

They raced deep into the forest, taking turns leading and chasing, as the moon moved across
the sky. Kira found it easy to put the extra bounce in her leaps now that she was his mate
again. Seven times they had reincarnated to the earth, always sent by the Moon Goddess to
protect their people against humans as well as internal arguments run amuck and seven times
they had mated in their human and wolf forms, always choosing each other. When Selene
first suggested this mission to Kira, it had been proposed simply for them to have time alone
without having anyone to fight. However, this growing curse of chosen mates had the
potential to damage their entire existence and both wolves were more than ready to enact
their Goddess’s chosen vengeance against those who were trying to control her creatures.
Goddess do not take well to humans meddling in their affairs.

They stopped in a small clearing deep in the silent woods, wrapping themselves nose to tail
as they reclaimed their animal forms. Rey and Ben were buried deep inside now, aware of
their wolves claiming each other while in their animal forms as if watching from a dream.
With mating bites binding them in both forms, creating again the dyad made flesh, no one
human or shifter would be able to sunder the two. Kylo licked the blood from Kira’s shoulder
then lifted his enormous head to the moon filled sky and howled, deep and long, low and
commanding as the Alpha proclaimed to his pack they have a new Luna.

Kira’s voice joined in, followed by others from around the pack’s territory, acknowledging
the ascension of their new Alpha and Luna.

In the courtyard of the Skywalker building, three men stood still as the creatures of the night
sang their song to the Moon Goddess, listening to the various tones and subtleties of the notes
to learn what the pack was telling each other. Alton Snoke was the first to speak.

“It’s true then, Skywalker has found their Luna in this foundling. What do we know about
her?”



“Very little Supreme Leader,” Armitage Hux was Snoke’s Gamma, his specialties intelligence
and undercover pack invasions. “She appeared in Chandrila Forest as a ten-year-old orphan
and was originally put into the human’s foster system until she had a meltdown one day in
the garage and Plutt had her arrested. Of course, that backfired on him, uncovering all his
little side businesses, but it freed her to live with pack members. Her wolf only emerged last
spring, and has exhibited nothing special.”

“Who do we have in Skywalker right now we can send new mission parameters?”

“Finn is here, as is Bazine due to the festival.”

“Excellent. Hold them until after I speak with Organa and her parents early tomorrow
morning. If it is too late to secure a mating with Ben Solo, perhaps we can drive a wedge
between the volatile Alpha and his new Luna. I will take over this pack one way or the
other.”



Bludgeoned by Circumstances

Chapter Summary

Plans begin to be set in motion.

Side by side Kylo and Kira strolled back to the clearing where their clothes awaited, tails
brushing against each other in flirtation and happiness. With Kira by his side, the enormous
Alpha felt his strength and confidence increasing with each beat of his heart. Soon, the wolf
would be returned to his full celestial powers, for as the Commander of the Army of the
Moon Goddess since before man walked this bountiful planet, he was gifted by her with
strength, cunning, and wisdom while Kira, his opposite and equal in all things, bore the gifts
of discernment, foresight, and compassion. The enemies of the Goddess would soon learn
why her terrible vengeance had come to earth.

“Kira, tell me of Rey’s journey to here. I know only that she was abandoned among the
humans at the age of ten. Can you see her memories prior to that?”

“No beloved, not clearly. Just glimpses, images really. Running, always staying ahead of
someone but I don’t know who. Everlasting loneliness, my father’s laugh as he twirled me
around in a circle. Then pain, so much pain my head wanted to explode and before I knew it,
I was at the foster center awaiting my tormentor.”

“And when they tested your blood at ten, there were no markers for lupin noted?”

“No, Human blood type AB. Then after the change, DEA-7 Lupine.”

Kylo’s thoughts rumbled as they approached the changing area. Someone had to have masked
Kira’s blood. Even when they are children, the Lupine blood group was always dominant.
That means whatever happened to her involved a witch. Wolves, being magic themselves
cannot perform magic. They have extraordinary talents, yes. But the ability to mask one’s
most basic identifier? Only a practitioner of the dark side would have that ability.

Once they reached the clearing, Kylo returned control over to Ben, filling his human
counterpart in with the relevant information. The private however, would remain private. A
wolf did not kiss and tell. He did decide to keep himself closer to Ben’s awareness than usual.
Something itched at his wolf senses, and he felt stronger. Both sides recognized he would be
needed sooner than they expected.

Ben stared at Kira briefly before she shimmered back into Rey, mute in the presence of such
a perfect mate. When she reached for her dress, he snatched it from her hands and put his
dress shirt around her shoulders.



“This shirt baby girl, along with those silk panties, is all you’re going to need because the
minute I have you locked in our cabin I’m going to shred any clothing you have on then I’m
going to fuck you until we both reek of sex and each other.”

Her eyes widened in surprise and darkened from their natural hazel to a deep green. “Yes,
Alpha,” she smirked with that saucy tone that drove both man and wolf wild with need and
love. Hand in hand they wandered down the path to Ben’s cabin, her head on his shoulder, his
arm firmly around her narrow waist.

Once inside the stone and log cabin, he locked the door behind them and set his security
alarm. When Rey raised an eyebrow, he shrugged in response.

“Mainly to keep my mother and Poe out of here. For some reason, the two of them have no
sense of boundaries. I came home from a trip once, and my mother had moved in while I was
gone. Apparently, she and my father had a huge fight and she packed a bag telling him it
would be a cold day in hell before she returned. It took him about six hours to figure out she
was here. Another time I was away at an Alpha conference, Poe had a party while I was gone.
Half the furniture in my living room had to be replaced, and there wasn’t a piece of glass left
unbroken in the entire house.”

Rey stared at him with her mouth hanging open ever so slightly. He recognized the stunned
look in her eyes; he wore it frequently when his parents were arguing.

“So let me get this straight, your mum just moved some things in while you were out of
town?”

Ben nodded. “I’d given them a key in case of emergencies and to check on things if I was
away for an extended period of time for work or pack business. She took that to mean stop by
and ask invasive questions without calling ahead. Finding me in the shower naked has
happened more than once I’m afraid. But she hasn’t managed to figure out the alarm code,
and the rent-a-cop knows to just take her back to the pack house.”

Her laugh made his heart light and he wanted to make sure she laughed more. Unable to hold
himself any longer, he pushed her gently back against the hallway’s solid wall, lips seeking
hers as a man seeking fresh water or air. He needed her, needed to claim every inch of her
body until their scents were permanently entwined. With a moan, Rey slid her arms around
his neck, jumping slightly as he slid his hands under her thighs, pulling them up to his waist
and wrapping them securely into their place of honor, lips never breaking.

She was everything to him, every breath he pulled into his starving lungs, every pulse of his
heart beat for her and only her, and with a groan he pulled his hips deeper into the embrace of
her thighs, grinding his growing need against those damp silk panties. Ben tried to rein in his
passion, but could feel rut waiting for Rey’s hormonal signal to take over his thin hold on
sanity. There were questions that needed to be settled before they both lost their minds.

“Sweetheart, are you able to answer some questions?”

Her eyes were glazed and she frowned as she focused in on his face. “I think so, yes. What
type of questions?”



“Like, are you on supressants? Birth control?”

“Oh, yeah right. Sorry. No to supressants of any kind even during my time as a human. As for
birth control, I’ve never been with anyone, so never needed it before but I have an implant to
help regulate my cycles from the malnutrition I suffered in the human foster system.”

Her entire upper body turned a delightful shade of embarrassed, and Ben kissed her deeply,
amazed that this magnificent woman was his and only his.

“I’ve not been with anyone for quite a while, but I still get tested. Can’t be too sure these
days. Now then, the biggest question – when my inner wolf decides to start talking about
pups and shit, are you going to freak out and try to run?”

Her laugh again. Goddess, it was like a drug to his system and he nuzzled himself deep
against her neck, kissing his way to the soft skin below her ear.

“No, Alpha. I can’t promise I’ll join in, but I won’t run. I’m yours.”

With a low growl, Ben walked them to his bedroom, closing the door behind him with his
foot, as Rey’s hands rubbed small circles on his back. Laying her gently across his oversized
bed, he ripped opened the dress shirt, buttons flying in all directions.

“Ben!”

“Don’t worry about it, I’ve got a dozen more just the same.”

He bent down to kiss her, then began his worship of the perfection that was his new mate.
Her neck, goddess, what poems he could write about her long willowy neck, set off perfectly
now with the addition of his mark on her gland. Her shoulders were spattered with freckles,
which continued from there down to her perfect, amazing, words alone could not describe
them, breasts. One day he vowed to kiss each sunspot on her body to let her know how much
he craved her sun blessed skin.

He soon decided he would be devoted to her tits. Firm, round, perfectly shaped for his
enjoyment and his cock grew even harder, if that were possible, thinking of watching small,
dark haired pups nursing from her. While his hands gently massaged them, his lips took their
turn nibbling and gently pulling each between his teeth, rolling the nip with his tongue until
he could feel Rey’s hands tightening in his hair, alternating between combing her fingers
through and grabbing him like the steering wheel in his Tie Silencer.

“You tease too much, mate,” her voice was low and sultry, tempting him to speed up his tour
of her body, but the desire to fill his senses with all things Rey held strong, and he chuckled
evilly at her obvious growing need and frustration.

While his hands stayed occupied, his lips continued their journey down her stomach until he
reached his destination – her clit and the nectar flowing from her cunt beckoned him stronger
than a lighthouse on a stormy night. His entire cellular makeup yearned for nothing more
than to mate and claim Rey as his most beloved Luna. He pulled the swollen nub between his
teeth, eyes bright as Rey’s back arched off the bed and she cried needily, “Ben!”



Unable to hold himself at bay any longer, Ben readjusted himself between her thighs, eyes
focused on the glistening slick running from her perfect cunt down toward her knees,
dripping a welcome his Alpha cock was aching to take. “Keep your eyes open,” he growled
at Rey and with her eyes locked onto his, with one single thrust, he broke her maidenhead
and claimed her as his mate and Luna. A roar swelled upward from the base of his spine and
rumbled through the halls and out into the deep night.

‘Mine!’ both man and beast agreed.

 

~\~

 

On patrol searching the woods for lost pack members after the pack run, the brown wolf
scented a familiar stranger in the woods near the Alpha’s home. Shifting back to human, he
recognized the slim figure hidden in the trees behind Ben’s house, listening the to the sounds
of mating drifting through the slightly open windows, along with a scent that would make a
whore blush. Finn was embarrassed himself envisioning Rey and her new mate before
shaking his head firmly and taking a deep whiff of the crisp winter air. He was on a mission,
no time to screw up now.

“I can’t believe you’re out here listening to Solo and his new mate, that’s sick even for you.”

“It’s part of my penance, for believing Leia and Snoke could work against the will of a
Goddess. Listening to all that could have been mine slip away like smoke from a dying fire.”
Bazine turned and looked at Finn. “What am I supposed to do now?”

Finn felt a moment’s worth of pity for the she-wolf. Snoke had sold her a dream that could
never happen for when an Alpha finds his true mate, no chosen mate, no human marriage can
stand against the peace and completeness of finding the match to your own soul. Goddess
knew it had changed his life and his perspective when he’d found Poe. When Snoke found
out he no longer owned Finn man and wolf, it was going to cause shockwaves in both packs.

“Baz, you need to find your own mate, not some wolf Snoke wants to sell you to for power.
You’re worth more than that. Ben Solo will never love you, but your destined mate will.”

The she-wolf laughed bitterly. “That will never happen, Snoke made certain of that. When
one of his most talented warriors was discovered to be my destined mate, Snoke had his
mating gland branded and then had him thrown out as a turn coat. My mate turned rogue, and
I do not know if he lives nor even where to start. That’s if he would even speak to me and
that is a huge if. No, if I can’t have Ben, then I should just run, hide among the humans.
Snoke will make certain my future is dim.”

“Come with me,” Finn wrapped his arm around the girl. “It will keep you from any awkward
questions and perhaps after some sleep and Poe’s famous chicken and waffles everything will
seem a little clearer.”



Drawing his arm around Bazine, he led them back to Poe’s rooms on the 50th floor of the
high rise. He showed her to their guest room, explained how the shower and tub worked and
where to find the towels and then left her to her own devices. He’d already noticed she had
no phone on her, no watch, no earpiece, no way to report back to Snoke’s entourage. Using
their internal communication as mates, he and Poe discussed the problem and decided it was
a question for the light of day. Right now, with everyone running on adrenaline and lack of
sleep, no wise decisions could possibly be made.

They did draft a long internal pack message to Han and to Anakin about finding Bazine
outside Ben’s cabin and some of the possible scenarios Snoke might use to try and force
Ben’s hand. All agreed an early meeting was needed and decided to meet at the cabin at 7am.
Before drifting back to sleep, Poe sent a message to Ben to let him know they would be at the
cabin early for a private meeting. Checking to make sure all the security cameras were up and
running, Finn then snuggled against Poe and the two were deeply asleep before a minute
could pass.

 

~\~

 

Leia sat on the balcony of her office, sipping brandy and staring into the snowy distance.
With one breeze in the wrong direction, all her plans of taking over the pack from Anakin and
using Ben as her puppet Alpha disappeared. Why and how the Fates had chosen this one wolf
out of thousands to be Ben’s true mate only proved to Leia her theory that chosen mates were
better for the packs, more stabilizing.

She could hear Snoke’s footsteps on the corridor leading to her, and grimaced. She’s hoped
he would wait until sunup but deep inside she knew Ben’s actions would draw swift reprisals
from the Alpha who’d hoped to be in possession of the Skywalker pack and was now looking
at the dissolution of all their careful planning. Fifteen years, down the drain, longer if you
began the count with her defiant marriage to Han. Closing her eyes, she leaned her head back
and sighed.

Time to face the irate Alpha.

Snoke threw open the door to her office, snarling as he stalked across her oriental rug to lean
across the Imperial style desk. “Well, you certainly managed to fuck this one up, Leia. How I
am supposed to take over leadership through Bazine when your dolt of a son has mated with
an orphaned nobody from nowhere? How do you intend to atone for this fiasco?”

“Good to see you again too, Alton. How’s the weather in Exegol these days?”

“Quit avoiding the wolf in the room. Who is this nobody who just claimed my Alpha?”

“We aren’t sure. The hospital which took her blood lost the samples, and no one remembers
any strange wolves moving through the area at the time she was found in our woods.”



Leia sighed. She had nothing against Rey, in fact, she adored the girl but in no universe
would she have chosen the scrappy little she-wolf for her tall, strong, Alpha son. But those
who had seen them together told Leia her son was besotted with his little mate, unable to pull
his eyes from her, in wolf or human form.

“I want this pack, Leia,” Snoke hissed, interrupting her musings. “We’ve worked too long
and too hard to have everything slip away over a technicality. We had a contract; I should
demand you to break their mating and force Ben to take Bazine as his Luna. Or use the whore
as his bedmate while Bazine truly runs the pack. If he doesn’t voluntarily surrender the she-
wolf and take Bazine, I will not be held responsible for the mayhem to follow.”

Leia took a deep breath and counted to ten before responding. Goddess, she hates this man
and all he represents. How could she have sold her son to such an evil twisted wolf?

“Alton, by now Ben and Rey are mated and marked. You and I both know that to separate
them now is not only fatal to both parties more than 90% of the time, it’s illegal in so many
ways. We’ve been outwitted by the Goddess and she has my blessing. For all our
machinations, Ben and Bazine never clicked, but one whiff of each other and Ben and Rey fit
together like two bodies with one soul. I concede to the Goddess. Chosen mates are not
superior to true mates. It’s a fact.”

“Never!” Snoke sneered, “I will never give up until the mantle of alpha of the Skywalker
pack hangs around my neck. If you won’t do something, then I shall. If Ben doesn’t take
Bazine, I shall challenge him for Alpha, and Bazine will kill the little orphan for Luna.”

As he stormed away, Leia drained her drink and made her way toward her and Han’s
apartments. She had a feeling it was going to be a long day.

 

~\~

 

Ben’s eyes slowly opened as the chime to his doorbell sounded over and over both in the
hallway and on his phone plugged in charging by the bed. His arms and legs were wound
around Rey, who was deeply asleep and grumbled, clutching him tighter as he rolled them
closer to his phone. A quick swipe and he was face to face with his father and grandfather.

“Morning son!” Han’s voice boomed over the speaker. “Time for coffee and conversations.”

Anakin pushed forward, “I have fresh pastries from Nana and bagels and homemade donuts
from the pack’s kitchen. Now untangle yourself from that pretty little mate, pull on some
clothes, and meet us in the kitchen. Evil hasn’t slept tonight and we need to prepare for the
consequences of our actions.”

Bleary eyed from their late night/early morning sexual marathon, Ben wasn’t thinking
straight as he grabbed a pair of sweatpants, pulling them on as he ambled in a daze to open
the door. Seeing his father, grandfather, grandmother, Beta Poe, and Finn all standing on his



front porch was more than his depleted brain cells could process, so he left the door open,
turning to head back to his bedroom and his warm mate.

“Hoo, it smells ripe in here, son. I take it you and Rey are marked and well mated, hmm?”

Nope, he decided, it was too damn early to deal with Han and his poor sense of self-
preservation. It took his Nana’s soft hand to bring his to some semblance of wakefulness.

“Ben, sweetheart,” her voice soothed his jangled nerves, and he turned to peer down at his
diminutive grandparent, “Your mating had caused our enemies to use this night to stir their
fires of rebellion against you, against Rey, and against our family. We need you alert.”

That stopped Ben in his tracks. Danger to Rey and the family? Kylo perked up his ears,
causing man and beast to finally come to complete consciousness. Nodding slowly, he
diverted to the kitchen and started the caf, pulling out the tea kettle for Rey. His grandmother
went about pulling out plates, mugs, and silverware, while his father set the table.

“Ben,” Anakin turned him gently toward the bedroom, “I can make the caf. You help Rey get
dressed. We’re going to need both of you at your finest today. Snoke is coming for the pack
and he intends to challenge you for the position of Alpha. Now get cracking, we’ve got plans
to finalize.”
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